WRITING THE BOOK ON
TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE
Author of Change Masters: Innovation and Entrepreneurship in the
American Corporation, Rosabeth Moss Kanter knows what it takes
to navigate successful transformation. Do you?
BY GEOFF WILLIAMS
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Every company and industry goes through
transformational change, if for no other reason than society and
industries are always changing. Nothing ever stays the same. But
companies should want to go through transformation changes
on purpose and on their own terms — rather than having it
thrust upon them.
If that seems rather obvious, that may be in part due to
Rosabeth Moss Kanter’s book Change Masters: Innovation and
Entrepreneurship in the American Corporation, a business classic
about how corporations can successfully and dramatically
evolve. It hit bookshelves in 1983 to great acclaim and was
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named by the Financial Times as one of the most influential
business books of the 20th century. In the 21st century, Kanter
has been no less influential. She holds an endowed chair, the
Ernest L. Arbuckle Professorship, at Harvard Business School,
specializing in teaching strategy, innovation, and leadership for
change. Kanter, who has 23 honorary degrees from colleges
and universities, has been named to numerous lists, such as the
Times of London’s “50 Most PowerfulWomen in theWorld.” Her
last book, SuperCorp: HowVanguard Companies Create Innovation,
Profits, Growth, and Social Good was named one of the best 10
books in 2009 by Amazon.com.
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GILLETTE’S FUSION SHAVING
SYSTEM CAME ABOUT FROM
THE COMPANY’S DECISION
TO INNOVATE ACROSS THE
BOARD, MAKING THE COMPANY
A MASTER AT UTILIZING THE
INNOVATION PYRAMID.

legacy business are worth preserving for the future.”
The shareholders sometimes will stand in the way as well,
Kanter adds. “You can’t cut your way to growth.You have to
invest your way to growth.But if you aren’t doing well financially,
sometimes investors won’t let you invest.”
A CULTURE THAT EMBRACES INNOVATION
Kanter cites what she calls the innovation pyramid as being
the best strategy for executives who want their company to
explore and discover new business frontiers.
“At the top of the pyramid, you have a few big bets, and
you invest really big in those bets,” she says. “So if you’re in
manufacturing, you might focus on related area services.At the
middle of the pyramid portfolio, you’re funding promising new
ventures, but you really don’t know yet whether they’ll pay off.
And at the bottom of the base, you put a little funding into a
lot of ideas, including improving existing products and services.
In other words,any conversation about transformation should And you might borrow a portfolio strategy in the same way an
begin by talking with Kanter. She can’t offer any CEO a recipe investor does. If you’re a giant company in the Fortune 100 or
for transformational change. Nobody can; like snowflakes and 200, you might have 60 or 70 experimental projects, where you
fingerprints, every company’s challenges are different. But expect 10 percent to pay off in a big way, 10 percent to fail, and
when it comes to going through a transformational change the others will wind up somewhere in the middle.”
successfully, Kanter says that there
“If you’re a smaller company,” she adds,
are some characteristics that every
“maybe you have a dozen projects.”
successful organization shares.
Kanter says that the innovation pyramid
YOU CAN’T JUST
is designed as such to win the argument
STARE OUT THE
A WILLINGNESS TO LET GO OF
that “you don’t get innovation without a
WINDOW AND
WHAT BROUGHT SUCCESS
marketplace of ideas.”
BELIEVE
YOU
You shouldn’t reinvent yourself
She suggests that even companies
just for the sake of it, and a dramatic
with visionary, transformational leaders
HAVE A SENSE OF
transformation needn’t mean your
— think of the late Steve Jobs — would
WHAT’S GOING ON
company stops doing what it’s always
benefit from this approach. “Even if you
OUTSIDE
—
YOU
done best. As Kanter observes, “Delta
have a genius at the top, he or she might
HAVE TO INVITE
went through a transformational
not always be right.You need employees
THE
OUTSIDE
INTO
change, but they’re still an airline.”
and customers to weigh in, and that’s why
“One of the dilemmas of trying to
the culture matters,” Kanter says.
YOUR OFFICES.
transform a company is that you need
Kanter cites Gillette, now owned by
to have top management who really
Procter & Gamble, as a company that
believes that you have a model for the future,” Kanter says.“And mastered the innovation pyramid. For many years, the company
that can be challenging because the old model may still have had focused on unveiling the latest and greatest in new razors,
merit. So you have to be willing to let go of your legacy in order but eventually management came to realize that those big
to try something new, or to think about what aspects of the blockbuster products were always going to be spaced out —
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and that between their big product splashes,they could be trying how to work with a diverse workforce is talked about, but not
to gain market share with additional product offerings. So the enough,” Kanter says.
company began innovating across the board, and that’s how the
Kanter also sees a pressing need for corporations to attract
battery-powered (Gillette manufactures
the millennial workforce.
Duracell batteries) Oral-B toothbrushes
“We give lip service to new
and the five-blade, battery-powered
workplace models that are much more
Fusion shaving system both came to be.
flexible, but companies need to be able
Gillette’s innovations, however, weren’t
to handle people who work part-time,
limited to what they sold but how the
shared jobs because we’re going to lose
company operated,making improvements
a lot of talent if we don’t,” Kanter says.
in marketing,human resources technology,
“Already, the millennial generation isn’t
and even in its legal department.
interested in working for big companies.
And, of course, it sounds like a lot of
They want to be entrepreneurs.”
“ONE OF THE
common sense, but it can be difficult to
Kanter adds: “There also isn’t
execute. “It’s easy to say that we’re going
enough emphasis on how big and
DILEMMAS
to fund innovation, but you have to make
small companies can work together. Big
OF TRYING TO
investment decisions today, and every
companies can embrace the talent and
TRANSFORM A
division is going to argue that you should
drive at smaller companies by investing
COMPANY
IS
THAT
invest in them, and it’s not always clear
in them and learning from those small
YOU NEED TO HAVE
what you should invest in.And executives
companies, by helping them grow
can think they’re open and shoot down
and sometime by being partners. Big
TOP MANAGEMENT
every idea, and they can rightfully say that
companies want the connections from
WHO REALLY
it’s difficult to decide to bet on something
the smaller, leaner companies, but they
BELIEVES THAT
unknown and uncertain when you have
don’t know how to work in a different
YOU
HAVE
A
a clear business already. But when you
way because by definition, established
manage to transform your company
companies have routines and processes
MODEL FOR THE
through new concepts that excite the
and small startups don’t.”
FUTURE,” KANTER
company and energize its people, you can
It’s a symbiotic relationship, Kanter
SAYS.
sometimes do great things.”
suggests. Smaller companies benefit
from tapping into a bigger company’s
A COMPANY THAT REFLECTS THE OUTER WORLD
distribution network, and the bigger companies benefit from
You can’t just stare out the window and believe you have being exposed to fresh ideas, Kanter says.And, regardless of size,
a sense of what’s going on outside — you have to invite the a business that needs to transform itself in a hurry needs to be
outside into your offices. In other words, the people you meet in agile-thinking and nimble enough to act quickly.
the hallways and see at the cafeteria should look like the public
Because as Kanter says,“It’s never totally clear when you have
your company serves.
to decide that you need to change.When it is totally clear, it’s
“The emphasis on having a diverse workforce and knowing often too late.”
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A willingness
to let go of
what brought
success

A culture that
embraces
innovation

A company that
reflects the outer
world
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